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About This Game

Quip Anomaly is a deep space dodge 'em up game. Guide Virnu to dodge hazards, acquire research, and obtain power ups. As
you unlock each level, you will learn more about Virnu and her story.

Features

1.  Play 34 Levels of increasing difficulty

2.  Endure as long as you can in Endless mode

3.  Move with accurate space physics-based movement

4.  Screen-edge arrows indicate direction of incoming
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5.  Avoid 3 enemy types

6.  Leverage 3 types of special defense

7.  Hear voice over for the story and reactions

8.  Listen to original music and sound effects

9.  Compete with others on the online leaderboard

Gameplay

The game is played in 2D though some visual effects are in 3D. Click where you want to go and Virnu will accelerate/decelerate
to arrive at that location. Hazards will come from all directions. Indicators at the edges of the screen will show which direction
items are traveling off-screen to help you avoid or obtain them. Use the number keys 1,2,3 to activate power ups after you have

obtained them.

Virnu's trajectory is calculated with Newtonian physics. There may seem to be a delay before Virnu moves, especially if she has
to overcome existing velocity.

Setting

Quip Anomaly takes place shortly after the dark ages of the universe. In this volatile time of new and emerging stars, a
particularly curious nebula had within it a unique and confusing anomaly.

The player character Virnu is a Quip, which are sentient spheroid entities that travel freely through space. They consist of a
"quantum brain" surrounded by an aura that provides sensory input and propulsion.

Virnu is a curious but timid scholar. The game begins after she enters the spatial anomaly. There she discovers this place is not
only enigmatic, it's downright hostile.
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Mutant Storm Reloaded is an arcade actioner that shares quite a few simularities with another Steam title, Scoregasm. The
graphics are adequate and the music is pretty unremarkable, but it does feature a power up system that keeps the gameplay
somewhat interesting. The game does however seem to have a fairly mundane level design, and lacks the same sort of frenetic
arena that Scoregasm offers. Although the game does have widescreen and Steam Overlay support, the co-op mode is
unfortunately local only. In short, Mutant Storm Reloaded is an average entry into the genre, one that is worth grabbing if you
catch it on sale, but otherwise there are better titles in the genre.. Half hour was all I needed. Lacking depth. Lacking balance. It
is the skeleton of what this game could and should be. I actually like thier Baseball Mogul games more than OOTP, but this is a
cash grab. I can only hope for an update. I'll be asking for a refund.. Short version: A cool glass of lemonade on a scorching day.
It doesn't last long but it's refreshing.

I would have no problems seeing an entire novel written on the premise of this game.
It's a pleasant slice-of-life adventure fiction, two quality hours with a New Game plus mode
that adds bonus features.

The gameplay is interesting but not deep, which fits within the context of using the time
available in your week of game time wisely.

Try it out.. Really good game, a lot of fun to play, i recomend this game to anyone, its an old classic. Quite something. 10/10.
This game is better with friends but once you get some workshop content it becomes one of the funniest games every. BANTER
is the way forward.. HORRIBLE!!!! Get online multi play inputed then ill say its good.... this is the ultimate in rabbit fighting
games. some of my absolute favorite tables, literally thousands of hours of gameplay here for real.
. Elven Love is a very fun game, it's also a very short game though, but for what content you do get i'd say it's worth the asking
price. It's very easy to apply the uncesored patch the Developers have given, it's also a good thing to note that the Developers
aren't just taking the money than running like most small VR game Devs, they are activly listening to their community and
fixing bugs that have been reported along with adding feature that many players are requesting to make the gameplay overall
better.
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Pros:

-This game is fun as hell.

-The art style is fitting and in my opinion enjoyable.

-The classes despite some TF2 inspiration are mostly unique in their own right and have very strategic uses.

-There is a unique death system where enemies have to drag your carcass back to their base and throw you into a scrapping
machine before you can respawn (and run off) in order to gain points. This makes the mechanics surrounding death and gaining
points more interesting than just about any other shooter. (As well as leading to some comical situations.) I wish more games
would be inspired by this mechanic.

-There is no mouse use and the shooting functions much more like a classic shooter, which is a nice change and controls well.

Cons:

-Holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 This game has the worst netcode of anything I
have ever played. This game should have released in early access because its netcode is beyond broken. 99% of games will lead
to nonsensical disconnects in matchmaking and custom games, the 1% of games that do work will generally lead to either
everyone jumping around the map due to lag or the enemy team will quit when you are beating them.

-There are no options to party up with your friends in matchmaking. You can only play with friends in custom games which will
never work, and you will barely see any listings. The matchmaking is automated trial and error and at least succeeds some of the
time. So in short if you do download this, expect to play by yourself.

-There is no chat box anywhere. In lobbies to determine if a host is AFK and promptly yell at him for being the host of the one
game you could actually connect to, or in game to co-ordinate strategies with your team.

-You cannot invite people to games in progress. While this in a way is a good thing it means players wont fill places when
someone rage quits, or if you enter a rarely functional custom game and someone starts the moment they see another player join
the other team then too late! You're stuck playing by yourself without the friends\/anyone you planned to play with.

In Conclusion:

Extremely fun when it works with massive potential, but whoever is behind the netcode deserves to be shot. This game was not
ready for full release and they have probably killed their long term player base by releasing the game fully with the multiplayer
in a multiplayer only game in such a downright unacceptable disgusting state.

If the developer has the competence to actually fix this I would highly recommend playing the game as it can be brilliant, but so
far (10\/05\/2015) the only developer responses regarding this issue have blankly said "we're working on it" with absolutely no
eta on when the issue will be fixed with zero public announcements regarding the issue.

TL;DR: Multiplayer is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed and rarely works, nobody knows if it will ever be fixed, otherwise really
fun game, check it out if the multiplayer gets fixed.. ok so i have only played a couple of hours but this game is fantastic.can be
quite difficult at the beginning once you get the tutorial out of the way.if you go to wrong area or come across the wrong mob in
this game your dead.but it has great character development and looks great for its age and is extremly fun to play..highly
recommended if your an action rpg fan.. A really fun game with a clever concept and a perfect time waster for $2. Weaponizing
a unitasking product has always been hilarious to me and dust bunnies gotta die so it works out perfectly.

It definitely needs to be played with a controller. The keyboard is a little wonky to play with but it is something that can be
worked through. Could be considered a con, but seriously, XBox controllers are pretty cheap.
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Pros: The graphics and physics are really awesome for what the game is. The objects like the plants and glasses on the ground
actually roll around and the reflections on the floor and windows are well done.

Also the game handles extremely well in a market that's saturated with $2 games that don't have anything more to them than
"clicking the button".

Cons: The lack of the obvious things hurt it a little but it hopefully will get updated.

Having background music would make it a little more fun to play for a long period of time.

Having only one level (room) to play in isn't too bad if it wasn't set to endless mode. It would be great to see either multiple
levels with objectives or varieties of the same room with endless.

Overall, for the price of a cup of coffee at 7-11, this game has a lot more to offer and hopefully there are some updates soon..
An amazing soundtrack, so of course when I saw this on Steam I went "SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!" The main theme
fits perfectly with the story!. This is a gem of a space exploration game! Smart and engaging with nice pixel style graphics and a
mesmerising soundtrack. I felt like i was lost in some kind of outer space meditation and occasionally getting blown up along the
way :). This game is VERY underrated and I hope and wish that they would make new game with exactly the same premise and
open to modding. The idea is amazing and you can control units as a whole or you can control individual unit / tank / vehicle and
you really must think about strategy and tactics.

This is how strategy world war 2 games or one for that matter should look. Where you need to think about fuel, ammo, where
you can take enemies equipment, weapons.

Sudden strike 4 is a good game, but not as good as this one.

There are many MODs to be found online, but they are as old as the game and with all the MODs you have very nice, long game
play, but few are actually well made too. So it is up to a player to find the best MOD collection.. p.i.s.s poor effort.

My Score - 1/10. Things I really did like right from the get, voice acting for the pumpkin character, I assume. Character models,
mostly. Levels \ Environment when the game is on an acceptable graphic setting

Take a look at the time I played to see how fair of a shake I gave it, maybe a half-hearted pleased to meet you but it's very
obvious this game has a little bit to go.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cisjBsvNLg0

Video sums up most of what I find wrong with the game, mainly
-animations
-easy to cheat
-sounds remind me of when I made my own quake 1 "mod"
-inconsistent hit registry or hitboxes are weird
-fix graphics settings so that the game looks acceptable in terms of color \ darkness and light no matter what quality you are
using

Give the game 1-3 months and some hard work and this could be a really unique experience, just noticed this isn't early access
so I am not counting on any future development.

. Extremely hard and luck-based solitaire game. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡° ). Great game. It's worth the price (when on it's on sale).

That being said, the game could be a lot better if they would fix the bugs.
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The built in game wiki does not work. Clicking on a unit to display it's info, produces no results on the right of the screen. When
clicking on a unit counter, the cursor/highlight (green), just changes from the outline of the unit, to a smaller outline.

What would really propel sales on this game would be adding Steam Workshop or way of sharing user created scenarios.
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